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INTRODUCTION 
The Cook Strait click beetle, Amychus granulatus (Broun), is a large (18-23 mm), broad, rough-
surfaced click beetle (Figs. 1 and 2). Little is known of the beetle's biology or ecology. 
Although A. granulatus is presumed to have once been present on mainland New Zealand, the 
beetle is now confined to islands of the outer Marlborough Sounds region. 
This study has been prompted by a report (Meads, 1990) and several anecdotal accounts that 
indicated that populations of A. granulatus have declined. 
The aims of this study were to: 
• establish the past distribution of A. granulatus from collection records 
• determine the present distribution of A. granulatus from field searches 
• gauge the abundance of A. granulatus 
• assess conservation threats to A. granulatus and provide recommendations for a 
conservation strategy. 
• assess conservation threats to other threatened insects from the Marlborough Sounds 
region and provide recommendations for conservation strategies. 
Taxonomic Status 
The Cook Strait click beetle was first described by Broun (1881) as Psorochroa granulata from 
specimens collected from "The Brothers" by the lighthouse keeper, P. Stewart-Sandager 
(Appendix I). Hudson (1934) (Appendix II) incorrectly synonymised Psorochroa granulata with 
Amychus candezei, a Chatham Islands species described by Pascoe (1876), and in doing so 
synonymised the genus Psorochroa with Amychus. Schwarz (1901) described the species again, 
as Amychus stephensiensis (Appendix III), but was apparently unaware of Broun's description. 
Three species of Amychus are known to occur. These are: A. granulatus, from the Marlborough 
Sounds region, A. candezei from the Chatham Islands, and an undescribed species known only 
from Great Island in the Three Kings Islands. 
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Figure 1 
Amychus granulatus (Broun) - Illustration courtesy of Joanna Liddiard. 
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Figure 2 
Amychus granulatus (Broun) - Stephens Island. 
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The higher classification of the family Elateridae is largely unresolved and the position of 
Amychus within the family is unclear. According to P.J. Johnson (pers. comm.) the genus 
belongs in the Subfamily Denticollinae and most probably the Tribe Prostemini, which includes 
several other endemic New Zealand genera. The genus Amychus a highly distinctive and 
unusual among the New Zealand elaterid fauna because of its broad body form, rugose surface 
and flightlessness. 
Conservation Status 
Amychus granulatus, as well as A. candezei, is legally protected under the Seventh Schedule of 
the Wildlife Amendment Act. The species is listed as 'vulnerable' by the IUCN (Groombridge, 
1993) and as 'rare' by Ramsay et al. (1988). Molloy and Davis (1994) placed the species in 
their 'Category B' priority for conservation (c.f. A. candezei - category C). 
METHODS AND RESULTS 
Distribution 
Past Distribution 
The historical distribution of A. granulatus was established by checking specimen records from 
the main New Zealand entomological collections and from the Natural History Museum in 
London. A total of 188 specimens was recorded (including those collected during this study). 
These records are listed in Appendix IV. 
Collection records for A. granulatus exist from The Brothers, Stephens Island, Middle Trio 
Island, Maud Island and Sentinel Rock. 
Records of specimens collected from "The Brothers" were, in all cases, almost certainly taken 
from North (or Little) Brother Island. There are no confirmed records of A. granulatus from 
South (or Big) Brother Island. An attempt was made to search for the beetle on South Brother 
Island during the course of this study by a Department of Conservation party searching for 
tuatara (I. Millar, pers comm.). However, no specimens were found. 
One record from the Museum of New Zealand collection was noted as from "Trio Island". This 
specimen was taken from Middle Trio Island (G.W. Ramsay, pers. comm.). 
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In addition to the above records, Meads (1976) reported A. granulatus as present on Outer 
Chetwode Island (Te Kakaho). This record was based on the sighting of beetle remains from the 
"nest" of a Porrhothele spider (M.J. Meads, pers comm.). These remains were apparently not 
collected. No other record of Amychus granulatus exists from Outer Chetwode Island (Te 
Kakaho). 
During this study a fragment of a specimen of Amychus granulatus collected from the South 
Island mainland came to light. The fragment, a damaged prothorax (not a single elytron as 
reported) (Fig. 3), was collected from the remnants of a laughing owl (Sceloglaux albifacies) 
nest from Waikari, North Canterbury (Worthy and Holdaway, 1996). This is the only record of 
A. granulatus, or any Amychus species, from mainland New Zealand. 
Present Distribution 
Searches for A. granulatus were made to establish the present distribution of the beetle on the 
islands where it had previously been recorded (see above - Past Distribution) and on islands 
considered likely to support undiscovered populations. Searches were made by rolling rocks and 
logs, looking among low scrub and the bases of grasses, and at night by using a headlamp to 
spot beetles on tree trunks. 
The following visits were made: 
Dates 
6-1112/93 
18-23/11193 
16-20/2/94 
\~ 
14-1/11194 
f\ 
13-16/2/95 
3-6/4/95 
Islands Visited 
North Brother Island 
North Brother Island 
Stephens Island 
Chetwode Islands (Nukuwiata, Te Kakaho and Ninepin Rock), The 
Haystack, Titi Island and Stewart Island (Te kuru kuru) 
The Trios (North, Middle and South Trio Islands), Sentinel Rock 
and the Paddock Rocks (the southern stack, NZMS 260 P26 
742325) 
Maud Island 
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Figure 3 
Amychlls grallillatlts prothorax collected from the remains of a laughing owl nest, Waikari, North 
Can terbury. 
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From these visits A. granulatus was found to be present on Stephens Island, Middle and South 
Trio Islands, Maud Island and Sentinel Rock. The South Trio Island record is a new distribution 
record for the species. 
Two searches of North Brother Island, and a subsequent search by Dr G.W. Gibbs, failed to find 
any specimens of A. granulatus. 
No evidence was found to indicate the presence of A. granulatus on any of the other islands 
visited. 
Specimens collected as part of these searches are included in the collection records (Appendix 
IV) and are held in the Entomology Research Museum, Lincoln University. 
Notes on Islands Visited 
North Brother Island 
Visited twice during this study, and subsequently by Dr G.W. Gibbs. Extensive searches 
for A. granulatus were made over the entire island but concentrating mainly on the Hebe 
and Coprosma scrub around the island's summit. No specimens were found. 
Broun (1881), in his description of the beetle noted that specimens were collected from 
"the crevices of rocks". The most recent collections, nine specimens taken by Dr G.W. 
Gibbs in 1957, were found under rocks. 
Stephens Island 
Searches for A. granulatus were made by day and night in Keeper's Bush and the Frog 
Bank Bush. Ruston Bush was not investigated. Thirty four, of the total 36 beetles 
sighted, were found in Keeper's Bush. Half of these were found on a single, heavily knot-
holed ngaio (Myoporum laetum) tree over three nights. Six further beetles were found on 
a ribbonwood tree feeding on oozing sap. Beetles were marked with typist's correction 
fluid to ensure beetle counts were not duplicated. 
A single specimen of the ground beetle, Mecodema costellum costellum, was seen during 
the visit to the island. This was found under a fence post offcut in the Frog Bank Bush. 
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The Trios Islands 
Two daytime and two night visits were made to Middle Trio Island. No beetles were 
found by day, although one putative larva was taken from the partially rotted base of an 
Olearia paniculata tree. Twelve beetles were found at night but from only two localities. 
Five were inside a dead rotten branch of a Coprosma tree and seven were found in or 
around a knot hole in a Coprosma tree, alongside an area of oozing sap on which the 
beetles were feeding. The very high density of bird burrows on the island prevented easy 
movement around the island and so restricted our chances of finding beetles. 
One daytime visit and a brief night visit were made to South Trio Island. Three specimens 
of A. granulatus were found by day in a narrow gully on the eastern side of the island. 
Two were found among the damp bases of rank grasses and one under a New Zealand 
spinach (Tetragonia tetragonioides) plant. One specimen of the Stephens Island giant 
weta, Deinacrida rugosa, and the dead remains of another specimen were collected on the 
island. This is apparently a new locality record for the species. The live specimen was 
deposited with Dr G.W. Gibbs, Victoria University, for biochemical analysis. 
A brief daytime visit was made to North Trio Island. Searches were made among and 
around the margins of the low-growing scrub on the island's south face. No A. granulatus 
were seen. A single specimen of the Stephens Island giant weta, Deinacrida rugosa, was 
collected from the island. This is apparently a new locality record for the species. The 
specimen was also deposited with Dr G.W. Gibbs, Victoria University. 
Maud Island 
Day and night searches for A. granulatus were made on Maud Island. Search efforts were 
concentrated on the Main Bush area above the Comalco Lodge. A total of 14 beetles were 
found, all during night searches. Beetles were found predominantly on tawa 
(Beilschmiedia tawa) and kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile) trees, particularly older, craggy 
specimens that provided refugia for the beetles. 
Sentinel Rock 
A one and a half hour daytime visit was made to Sentinel Rock. Searches were made 
among low-growing scrub on the island's south-west face and up to the summit. Four 
specimens of A. granulatus were found, all clustered under a single rock mid way up the 
face. 
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Chetwode Islands 
Daytime and night visits were made to Inner and Outer Chetwode Islands (Nukuwiata and 
Te Kakaho). Searches were made on Inner Chetwode Island around the hut area in the 
eastern end of the island and along the summit track, and on Outer Chetwode Island along 
the summit track and in bush near the boat landing at the south-western end of the island. 
No A. granulatus were found. The insect fauna on Outer Chetwode Island was noticeably 
richer than for Inner Chetwode Island no doubt reflecting the effect of kiore (Rattus 
exulans) predation. 
Ninepin Rock, at the southern tip of Inner Chetwode Island, and The Haystack were 
searched for signs of A. granulatus. No specimens were found. The conditions and 
insect life on The Haystack appeared suited to the presence of A. granulatus, being similar 
in many respects to South Trio Island, so further searches may yet prove fruitful. 
Other islands visited 
Titi Island, Stewart Island (Te kuru kuru) and the southern stack of the Paddock Rocks 
were visited briefly. :No A. granulatus were found. Conditions on these islands appeared 
well suited to A. granulatus so, again, further searches on these islands may be 
worthwhile. 
Abundance 
No attempts were made to quantify A. granulatus populations, however, repeated night counts of 
the beetles were made during the visits to Stephens Island (4 nights, 1 searcher), Middle Trio 
Island (2 nights, 2 searchers) and Maud Island (3 nights, 2 searchers). These counts were made 
by viewing tree trunks with the aid of a headlamp in forested areas for an average of three hours 
each night. 
These searches produced an average count (beetles sighted/person/night) as follows: 
Stephens Island 7.5 
Middle Trio Island 3.5 
Maud Island 2.5 
No counts were made for the Sentinel Rock and South Trio Island populations. The small size 
and limited habitat mean that they probably support minimal populations. 
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Biology 
Very little is known of the biology of A. granulatus and, while this remains the case, some new 
findings were made during this study: 
- Collection records show the adult beetles are present throughout the year. Although no 
collections have been made in June or October this is very likely an artifact of collecting 
rather than any reflection on the biology of the beetle. This suggests the adults may be 
relatively long lived. 
- Adult beetles were observed feeding on sap oozing from tree trunks on Stephens and 
Middle Trio Islands. Meads (1990) noted that adults browse on algae and lichens on tree 
trunks at night, however, this behaviour was not observed during this study. 
- Night searching showed the distribution of the beetles often to be aggregated, particularly 
favouring craggy, knot-holed trees which presumably offer suitable refugia for the beetles 
by day. 
- Adult beetles are brachypterous and incapable of flight. 
- An A. granulatus larva was collected on Middle Trio Island where it was boring in the 
partially rotten base of an Olea ria paniculata tree. This specimen compares closely with 
an A. candezei larvae collected from fern litter from Middle Sister Island in the Chatham 
Islands. Most elaterid larvae found in wood or litter are predacious (Becker, 1991) but 
may feed on organic matter when prey species are unavailable. 
DISCUSSION 
Distribution 
Amychus granulatus, although previously only known to occur on offshore islands of the Cook 
Strait region, was assumed to have once had a more widespread distribution. The discovery of 
an A. granulatus pro thorax from subfossil remains in Waikari, North Canterbury (Worthy and 
Holdaway, 1996), has provided evidence of the previous existence of the beetle on mainland 
New Zealand. The introduction of mammalian predators following human occupation was 
almost certainly the primary factor causing the extinction of A. granulatus from mainland New 
Zealand. The present offshore island distribution can be regarded as relict. 
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Entomological collection records show that in recent times A. granulatus has been present on 
North Brother, Stephens, Middle Trio and Maud Islands and Sentinel Rock. Surveys of these 
islands during this study have confirmed the presence of A. granulatus on all of these islands 
except for North Brother. The discovery of A. granulatus on South Trio Island is a new locality 
for the species. 
Failure to locate any specimens of A. granulatus on North Brother Island from three 
concentrated searches strongly suggests that this population may now be extinct, especially 
considering the small size of the island. 
Until this study, only one specimen was known from Sentinel Rock - collected by P.M. Johns in 
1963. The presence of A. granulatus on Sentinel Rock and the newly discovered population on 
South Trio Island is encouraging. It is remarkable that such small, exposed islands are capable 
of supporting viable populations. However, the limited amount of vegetation, and hence likely 
suitable habitat, means that at best only small populations of the beetle will be present on these 
islands. 
No further populations of A. granulatus were discovered during this study. It remains likely, 
however, that further populations exist on islands within the Marlborough Sounds region. Of the 
islands not surveyed during this study, South Brother Island may be the most likely locality to 
support a population of A. granulatus. Any of the remaining rodent-free islands in the region, 
such as some of the Paddock Rocks, and Motuanauru and Otuhaereroa Islands in Croiselles 
Harbour, may also be likely sites for A. granulatus populations. 
Although no A. granulatus were found on the Chetwode Islands, The Haystack, Titi Island, 
North Trio Island, Stewart Island or the southern stack of the Paddock Rocks during this study, 
the possibility remains that populations of A. granulatus exist on these islands. The cryptic 
colouration of the beetle makes it difficult to find. Single, brief attempts to find specimens are 
insufficient as measures of distribution. Only repeated surveys of these, and other candidate 
islands will give a confident indication of the beetle's presence or absence. Further survey work 
would be particularly worthwhile on Outer Chetwode Island (Te Kakaho) now that weka 
(Gallirallus australis) have been removed. If Meads's (1976) record of A. granulatus from this 
island was correct, and if weka have not caused the extinction of the species there, beetle 
numbers may recover to the extent that chances of find it are reasonable. It is noteworthy that 
weka were present on Middle Trio Island (Ramsay et al., 1988) for a period but have not made 
any obvious detrimental impact on the A. granulatus population there. 
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Abundance 
Recent reports and anecdotal accounts (Meads, 1990; Ramsay et aI., 1988; 1.1. Townsend, pers. 
comm.; G.W. Gibbs, pers. comm.) indicate that A. granulatus has become increasingly rare since 
earlier historical records and reports. Unfortunately little evidence exists that provides any clear 
indication of previous population levels for comparison. Hudson (1934), who collected 
specimens of A. granulatus from Stephens Island in 1930, considered the beetle to be "abundant 
in crevices in the rocks, and under logs and stones". Other than this report, the only indication 
of previous population levels is provided by collection records. 
During this study, 188 records of A. granulatus were collated from holdings from the major New 
Zealand entomological collections and from the Natural History Museum, London (Appendix 
IV). Of these records, 129 were positively identified as being from Stephens Island. These 
provide the best historical insight available to likely population levels. Some examples of series 
of collections are given below: 
- Ten beetles were collected by A.c. O'Connor (and others?) in September 1916. Six of 
these were collected in a single day (20/911916). 
- Ten beetles were collected by G.V. Hudson (and others?) on 311211930. 
- 38 specimens were collected by E. Fairburn and B.S. Gourlay (and others?) during 
February 1931. Included in these collections are records of 10 and 13 beetles collected on 
single days and a further 11 beetles collected over four days. 
- More recently, 10 beetles were collected by P.M. Johns on 211711963. 
By comparison, in this study five days and four nights were spent on Stephens Island. This time 
was used specifically for searching for A. granulatus. During this period 36 beetles were sighted 
(excluding records that could be confirmed as resightings). 
Given that historical records most probably represent specimens taken as part of general 
collecting expeditions not aimed at particular insect species, comparisons of these figures support 
suggestions that A. granulatus numbers are in decline. Differences in numbers between 
historical records and recent searches are further emphasised by the likelihood that most of the 
older collections would have been made by day (G.W. Gibbs, pers. comm.) which, by present 
conditions, is the least effective time for searching for these nocturnal beetles. Of the 36 beetles 
sighted on Stephens Island in this study, 30 were found on tree trunks during night searches and 
six by day. 
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Nightly searches for A. granulatus during this study gave counts of 7.5 beetles 
sighted/person/night for Stephens Island, 3.5 for Middle Trio Island and 2.5 for Maud Island 
based on searches averaging three hours in duration per night. These counts provide a crude 
baseline for future monitoring of the beetle. By comparison, Emberson and Marris (1993), using 
the same technique, regarded counts of 3-4 beetles per person per 2 hour search for the Chatham 
Islands click beetle (Amychus candezei) on South East Island as a likely average summer count. 
This was based on three nights of searching by four searchers in November 1992. These figures 
show the counts to be broadly similar for both species. All the islands considered here have 
been modified by human occupation to some extent and so do not necessarily represent what 
could be regarded as natural population levels. 
Insufficient data are available to estimate the abundance of A. granulatus populations on Sentinel 
Rock and South Trio Island. But the small size of these islands means they would likely 
support minimal populations. 
Conservation Threats 
Amychus granulatus was most probably a widespread mainland species occurring in the South 
Island at least. The species is now restricted in its distribution to five isla~ds of the outer 
Marlborough Sounds. This dramatic reduction in range is almost certainly a result of predation 
by introduced mammalian predators. This remains the greatest long-term threat to the species' 
survival. The presence of five distinct island populations of the beetle, however, act as a 
safeguard against any immediate threat. But two of these populations, Sentinel Rock and South 
Trio Island, probably support minimal populations. 
Of greater immediate concern is the apparent extinction of A. granulatus on North Brother 
Island and the apparent decline in beetle numbers on Stephens Island. 
The apparent absence of A. granulatus on North Brother Island, the type locality for the species, 
is puzzling. Three thorough searches for the beetle on this small island failed to find any 
specimens. Yet as recently as 1957 eight specimens were collected from the island in a single 
day (G.W. Gibbs, pers. comm.). A deterioration in the state of the vegetation on the island is an 
unlikely factor. Photographs taken in 1957 by Dr George Gibbs show that the Hebe and 
Coprosma vegetation has noticeably increased since that time. This would be expected to 
provide greater suitable habitat for the beetle. The recent increase in field research on the 
Brothers Island tuatara (Sphenodon guntheri) may be detrimental to the beetle. For example, 
researchers may disturb litter or even crush A. granulatus larvae and adults during efforts to 
capture tuatara for study. 
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Reasons for the decline in beetle numbers on Stephens Island is unclear but the most likely 
factor is the loss of suitable habitat. Stephens Island was once heavily forested. Dieffenbach 
(1843) reported that "the island seems to be covered with a dense forest from the water's edge 
to the summit". Today, in stark contrast, three small bush remnants remain. While the amount 
of bush remaining on the island would appear sufficient to sustain a viable population of A. 
granulatus, the beetle population is apparently in decline. What may be crucial in this instance 
is the quality of the forest and the particular habitat it provides. 
It is noteworthy that, in the few instances where habitat information is given with specimens of 
A. granulatus collected from Stephens Island, beetles were recorded from under logs. Hudson 
(1934) also stated that specimens of A. granulatus were found "under logs and stones". It is 
very obvious now, however, that very few logs of any size remain in the forest except for a few 
crumbling remnants of, presumably kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile), logs in the Frog Bank 
Bush. Moreover, the regenerating nature of the forest means that very few logs are becoming 
available to replace the older, decomposing logs. 
In five days of searching for A. granulatus on Stephens Island during this study only six beetles 
were found by means other than night spotting. Of these six, only one was found under a log. 
The remainder were found under man-made, 'pseudo-logs', such as a concrete fence post, the 
offcut of a wooden fence post and a wooden board. This supports the suggestion that a lack of 
log habitat is an important factor in the decline in A. granulatus numbers. The apparent 
extinction of the large ground beetle, Mecodema punctellum, (Molloy and Davis, 1994) and 
decline in numbers of the Stephens Island carabid, Mecodema costellum costellum - both species 
that would very likely use logs as part of their natural habitat - gives further support for the 
importance of logs as habitat for some insect species. 
Emberson et al. (1996) suggested that reduction of habitat caused by the decaying of logs, 
combined with habitat modification by heavy grazing, caused the extinction of an Amychus 
candezei population at Hapupu, Chatham Island. This situation is complicated, however, by the 
presence of introduced predators such as cats, ship rats (Rattus rattus) , pigs and weka. 
Meads (1990) considered that the decline in A. granulatus numbers may be due to greater levels 
of predation due to increased tuatara numbers. There is no clear evidence that this is occurring. 
On the contrary, Walls (1981) assessed tuatara diet by analysis of 392 scat samples. No 
evidence of the remains of specimens of A. granulatus were found among these (Walls, pers. 
comm.). 
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Conservation Recommendations 
• Further survey work to detennine the presence or absence of A. granulatus on 
historically rodent-free islands in the Marlborough Sounds. 
Priority should be given to South Brother Island and for further searches on North 
Brother Island. Efforts should be made to survey Outer Chetwode Island (Te 
Kakaho) now that weka have been removed from the island. 
• Adoption of a monitoring programme on Stephens Island to determine changes in A. 
granulatus population levels. 
The pennanent presence of DOC staff on the island, historical records and evidence 
of dec1itling A. granulatus numbers make Stephens Island an ideal locality for 
monitoring. A simple programme might involve a weekly count of beetles on tree 
trunks at night along the main Keeper's Bush track. Beetles could also be marked to 
provide information on longevity and on recruitment and mortality. 
• Enhancement of the A. granulatus habitat on Stephens Island through provision of 
substitute 'logs'. 
A lack of log habitat is a probable factor in the decline in A. granulatus populations 
on Stephens Island. It is proposed that either logs or artificial 'logs' (such as 
concrete pavers used to provide habitat for the Mokohinau stag beetle, Dorcus 
ithaginus, on Stack H in the Mokohinau Islands (C.J. Green, pers. comm.) be placed 
out in bush areas on the island to artificially provide increased habitat. Ideally logs 
would provide the most realistic habitat but the danger exists of bringing non-
endemic species and potential pests to the island. The use of 'inert' pavers may 
avoid this risk. This methodology may also provide a means of monitoring beetle 
numbers and aid in the understanding of the beetle's biology. Provision of log 
habitat may also prove beneficial for the conservation and an aid to monitoring of 
the Mecodema species discussed above. The Frog Bank Bush would be a suitable 
area to conduct these experiments because its relatively remote location and lack of 
bird burrowing would minimise disturbance. 
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• Establishment of new A. granulatus populations by relocation of beetles on rodent-
free islands. 
The evidence of the previously greater range of A. granulatus confirms the belief 
that the present distribution is relict rather than the beetle being an island endemic. 
The establishment of new populations of the beetle, therefore, has a justifiable 
ecological basis. Clearance of rodents from several Marlborough Sounds islands 
opens up the possibility of transferal of A. granulatus for the establishment of new 
populations. Suitable localities would include Titi Island, The Chetwode Islands and 
Motuara Island. Motuara would be the most appropriate choice as its ease of access 
would be an advantage for future monitoring. It is recommended that no 
introductions be made to Outer Chetwode Island (Te Kakaho) because of the 
possibility of a naturally occurring population being present. 
The greatest impediment to the establishment of new populations is the lack of 
knowledge of the biology of A. granulatus - particularly the larval biology. A 
minimum of around 20 adult beetles would be required for any beetle 
reestablishment programme. The removal of this many beetles may well have a 
detrimental effect of an existent population. Increased biological knowledge may, 
however, provide a means of artificially rearing beetles or allow the enhancement of 
natural populations. 
• Serious consideration should also be given to the implementation of conservation 
strategies for the Stephens Island weevil, Anagotus stephenensis, the Stephens Island 
carabid, Mecodema costellum costellum, and, if not already extinct, the large ground 
beetle, Mecodema punctellum. 
The Stephens Island weevil, like A. granulatus, previously had a mainland 
distribution (Worthy and Holdaway, 1996). Stephens Island is now the sole known 
locality for the species where it is rarely seen. The weevil was listed as a 'Category 
B' priority species by Molloy and Davis (1994). Based on their criteria, however, it 
could justifiably be placed in 'Category A' - the highest priority for conservation. 
Basic monitoring of weevil numbers could easily be undertaken. As with A. 
granulatus, weevils could be marked to provide information on population size and 
recruitment and mortality. There is a great need for an increased understanding of 
this weevil's basic biology. It is possible that searches for this species on other 
Marlborough Sounds may reveal further populations of the weevil. Middle Trio in 
particular, given its limited degree of modification, would appear to be the most 
likely locality to search. 
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Establishment of new Stephens Island weevil populations on rodent-free Marlborough 
Sounds Islands should be considered for the future. As with A. granulatus the 
evidence showing this weevil to have had a widespread distribution gives a 
justifiable ecological basis for the establishment of new populations. Again, like A. 
granulatus, the lack of basic knowledge of the weevil's basic biology and ecology is 
likely to be an impediment to any reestablishment programme. 
As previously noted in this report, only one specimen of the Stephens Island carabid 
was seen during searches for A. granulatus. Therefore the survival of this subspecies 
would appear under serious threat. Searches should be undertaken for this species, 
and Mecodema punctellum, to estimate population levels. The enhancement of the 
log habitat, as discussed earlier, may also aid the survival of this species. 
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SUMMARY 
• Evidence indicates that A. granulatus was once present on mainland New Zealand 
where it probably had a widespread distribution. The introduction of mammalian 
predators following human occupation is most probably the primary factor that has 
led to the extinction of A. granulatus from mainland New Zealand. The present 
offshore island distribution can be regarded as a relict distribution. 
• Historical collection records show A. granulatus to have been present in recent times 
on North Brother Island, Stephens Island, Middle Trio Island, Maud Island and 
Sentinel Rock. A further, unconfirmed record exists from Outer Chetwode Island 
(Te Kakaho), although no specimens have been collected from that island. 
• A survey of Marlborough Sounds Islands have confirmed the presence of A. 
granulatus on Stephens Island, Middle and South Trio Islands, Maud Island and 
Sentinel Rock. 
• A new A. granulatus population was discovered on South Trio Island. 
• Three searches of North Brother Island, the type locality of A. granulatus, have 
failed to find any specimens of the beetle. There is a strong possibility that A. 
granulatus is now extinct on this island. 
• Evidence from historical accounts, collection records and recent counts and 
observations indicate that the A. granulatus population on Stephens Island has 
declined significantly over the past century. 
• Recommendations are given for further survey work to be undertaken, monitoring of 
the Stephens Island A. granulatus population to be done, and attempts made to 
enhance habitat suitable for the beetle on Stephens Island. Future translocations of 
A. granulatus to establish new island populations are suggested. 
• Two populations of the Stephens Island giant weta, Deinacrida rugosa, were found 
during island survey work. These were on North Trio and South Trio Islands and 
are apparently new distribution records for the species. 
• Recommendations are given for implementation of conservation strategies for the 
Stephens Island weevil, Anagotus stephenensis, the Stephens Island carabid, 
Mecodema costellum costellum, and, if not already extinct, the large ground beetle, 
Mecodema punctellum. Survey and population monitoring work is suggested for 
these species. 
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APPENDIX I 
The description of Psorochroa granulata by Broun (1881), 
OF NEW ZEALA.ND, 773 
Psorochroa. 
Rov, gcn, 
Hcad smnll, obliquely narrowed Ellld cMinated towards the frout , 
the middle outuso, confolluded with the clypeus, the h\tter indis-
tinguishable; labrllm pl'Olllillcnt, roundcd, nearly on the srulle ph\ne 
80S the fOl'ehelul, scpo,rated from i t by 0. deep cl1 (l.lluel; malic? iblcs 
robust, bitlcntate at n.pcx, AlllcHI/Q half the lenglh of the thOl'(L'\:, 
inserted below the foreltcn,} imml!L1iLltcly in front or the eyes ; unsnl 
join ts h\,,'~ost, thil'Ll 1 0 1l ~(ll' th,,!) sccoml, the lattcr cquall ing tho 
, four th; JOints 4- 10 sub- tl'laugullU'; elcycnth 1.I1'ontll), om\. P.}'Ot/IOI'(lX 
broacl 01' t lmll IOllg, 1'01lIH].L' ll 111t0r,\ lly, tl'i-sinllfLtc nt ba.sc, P05tCriol' 
a.ngles pl'Olll inC' lIt, no t lliYC'rl-{,!IIt. .)l'u ldlllilt oulo11g, EI!I/I't't 1110110-
rate , ll:uTo\\'L!l l uchiLlIl, Chill-pi('e;) cxtl!1l1lillg to l lw lip:> o[ thc 
mnuc1iLlcs, Pl'usl('l' lIa l SUlll l't', \\" iddy Opt~ lI ill (['oIlL (l Illy , stra.ight, 
lLtto. illi ng ou te !' et1g1 , or c:ox(t~, l'rus /crlutll'/,OL'{!/iS lIc:"Ldy ll l\t f.l.UO\'C, 
depl'tlSS0d :~t llie CXl l'ClIlit)', J[~'sos ICI ' II (l l ('/'Irily wil h l'tl.iscll hil lll 
O:UH'gill, ret\clting tho 1.n'Otl.ll illtCl'-COXtl.! l1cprcSSiOll, Cu,/'al lamilla 
modcmte, aUl'Lllllly l'ctluccu ueyollrl tho tl'oChnlltcl', '1. 'a rsi mLiac l' 
COml) l'cl:i~L:L1, nil ti le) joint i; wdl -c1c\'clopcl1, hispill he'lo \\' , Jlvel!J 
a.ptel'ous, 
13io, P. granulata} 'II,S, Sub-opa.quc, \,itl'ir.g:tlc, ulyLrn. ob-
Sctll'C-uro\\,II, tilumx Ptdl'I' IIllt! ltl'igltlL!l', legs allll ItlllClllla! ousctll'oly 
cololl!'c!1. 
Ilcad slighlly (l,,' lWCS!,l',l ill rl'ollt, with ('Oim;u PIII ICLlI l'O!l Ott i ~s 
o.ntcdol' cllW ~ ' 1'/'(1,1/111/'(1,1' cUl'\'l'tll\, C:Xl:i,;(~" ill frollL, II l11TO\l'ell towanl:l 
the b\ullt 'rro llL IUlglen, lIl'llrly - stl'lllgiit bcltill.l lito 1111(1.11(.); t he 
postrriol' :tllgk's ml'illali'l l, o\'t'lhpl'illg lite SIIOltldl .' I'S, s lighLly in -
Clll'\'c,l ;\11 11 d l! lle;\l'c'l ttL lite l'XU' ' lIl il)'; it lleltt:>: ,lll:\ItY JIIillll lc glos!;}' 
blo.cl, gl':u\uk'!l, (\1,,1 Hll lll'l fu l\'Ou:,; sl:lifot'll\ llIli !'';, NI/ll nt wi th 
rOll u,lc,t.! l? IH)ulllcn;, f;li~lttly CIIl'I'l'll sides, r:;l'ttl1tud ly W\lTO\\'etl hcltilHl, 
1l1moc;t p!t\llO; !"1I1H\~l'lt\tL!, in tLo l';,t ices II IlC\'C11, with fe\\'Cl' fL11(l slllall cr 
gl.'il.1l 111es tlll~ll lhu Lhol.'(\x, n11l1 wilh similal' but mol'C rufL!sc(mt sctro, 
{hl(lc/'~ir7Q mllicl' dull , I.Jl nc:ld:;h; fl llnks of }lroSLl.' l'lllllll tOI\l'SOJy " uut 
remotely pUllctured, tho l'cst 11 0t dh;tillet ly sClllpllll'cll; spnrscly 
clothed, 'I'ho l'llltCItIl{tJ nro C:O\'cl'cl1 wilh plIbcsct' II(;() on tho sides 
only; j oillt~ '1-10 nrc dill\tcd i1l\';artlly , but 1lot nculp, f.l.t tlto ox trcm ity, 
An occnsiol1:t1 pUllC ~lll'C lltn.y b::: lloticoll in the ely tl'!1. grooves, and 
thE'> hUll lCl'tl,1 rogions 0.1'13 1no['(' OL' Ir:ss obtusely tubcl'cubte, 
LOllrr til, 8-9 lines; ul'cl\dt ll, 2!1-J~' 
1\[1',.11, Stcwnrt-8alHl agcl' fO llnd this cmiotls insect ill the crevices 
of l,'ocks 011 "TllC Dl'otltol'S" (Cook Stl'O.it), 
Cryptohypnus (p, 295)' 
1371. C, monto.nus} ?I ,$, Sub-pamlIel, o,lmost depressed, 
. llloclorntely glossy, uln.ckish-ul'O\\'I1, legs fhwo-tcstaceous, L1.ntennffi 
l'ufescont, dothed with shod yellowish ho.it's, 
Iic(ul brolltlly illl!lressctl , tinely nnd not closely pUllctatocl. Pro-
Ih01'C/X (\5 long o.s Vt'ona , olJtuscly l'ountlec1ln.temUy, contracted neal' 
~he basc, convex, its postel'iot' angles c(l,l'ino.te, prominent, sub-n.cutEj 
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APPENDIX II 
The description of Amychus candezei by Hudson (1934). 
EL .... 1TERIDAE. 81 
ShOl·tl'1' leg's Rnd /IntC'lmae. Found ill tltl' Hallil' l"caliti<":;, 
und Ulldt'l' similar ('in:l1Il1stances, 
Mecastrus convexus (9 JllIll, Platt' VI I l. fii!, G. 6a 
1:1\,\,11,) This jl't black, highly polisl\l'(l click is .~()/lldiml's 
foulld uI\(let' the sea h·' hark or rillln trl'l'S, ill the lat.!.' 
SIIIllIIl<' I', It is l'nthl'l" ~l l'Ul'C species, hut probahl,\' gC'IH'l'-
llllv 11ist)'ihlltl'll ill 111l' North Island , 
',(,hI' Inl'nl was tliseo\'l'I't'd, fl'l'ding' Oil pO\\'lll'1'Y \\'0011, 
ill tlll' l11iddt.- o[ U 11L'ad kUI':lkn tn' l', ill OctohC'I·. 
Length about 18 mm, Cylindrical. taperin~ at (Oacll end. 
Head \,ery small, dark brown. Pl'othorux elongate·oblong. deep 
red·brown with jlaler anterlol' and pos tel'ior bunds, Meso· and 
metatllornx Similar. but much s hol'ter find sJi gh LJy broadel': Ic!:~ 
smnll. Abdominnl scgments becom ing m ilch b l' lItlll t~ 1' nc:! l' mill· 
dI e: IJI'lgh t ochl'eous·bl'own , Intcrsegm en tal IlortlOl\S paler : n dark 
rell-browll ring n l Iloste l'lOl' end of ('Ileh segment ntHI a tiner, 
r ed-brown Iinl' on nntel' iOl' pOl' tion, with tine, 1l1l'(Org-ent, latpml 
li nes; t"' l'Ilainal segment r lun g'ale, IHIl'l'IlW. conical. dl'ell I'et!-
browll, without mn l'klllb'!i; II Ill l'gll Ilroll'g at has" of t"rllllnni 
SeJ;lllu ll l. Unclersich' OOIl I'C()l1 S, with IInl' I'OW, hrown, longitudinal 
median IinL', 
Lomenus elegn.ns 17-1' 111111. ) , \ \ "' I'Y }ll'l'It," spl'eil's. 
II/,ig·ltt (ll'ilng'I'-hl'Il\\'1I wilh hlneld slt hl'ad alld dl'I'P"I'bl'II\\'1I 
shadillg ill lIIiddll' III' PI'llt hOl'nx: tit" I'lyt 1';1 111'1' lilwl .,· HII'i· 
III1,d; Ihl' sI'lIll'lltllll :lnd alltl'IIIU\I' :11'(' hln,·I" 1111' 1;111, '1' 
tltkk :llld ltl':I\"il~' SI ' I'I',1I1' ill I hI' 111:11", 1I1'HIl'1I 1'1" ('I,'· !lilt 
or l'oli:l!!I' ahulit IliidslIlIllIll'I'. 1'J'!lhalal~' g'I'1I1 '1':lII,\' disll"i-
hiltI'd ill thr ~Ol't It IHland. 
L. suffusus (7 111111.) .. \ \,(,I'y sillIilal' sp"t'i"H, bill wilh 
tIll: PI'lItlIOI'lIX, l'x('I'pl pllHlel 'illl' alll-d"H (lntil·,'l,\' hlll,·k. 
FOlllld ill hotlt isinlids bllt I'll 1'(', 
L, rectus (7 11 1111.) A lI lIosl IHlI·n ll t'l-si d cd . blnck . with 
cl tll l yl'i loll'isll II ')'!:;: I' ly tl' ll i ill (' I.r bu t, distiII CII ,\' !llt'lntl'd. 
the out lt l' HI 1'ill ti l)m: sli )..!iIHy PUI\ CI Ul'N1. B ra tl ' ll ou t. oC 
ro r est g' I'n wt·h i ll !\() \ ' ('nIlH: 1' 11 11 (1 D CCt' llI htl'. P ussibly 
ut.luc· lll 'cl In ],1'1,(· h (SO {/Wflt!}If S) , fT as occUl'l'ed 0 11 t Ilt' 
l 'UH II' I'1l xidl' lIe ' \'I'I Ii.lIgICII I lru l'lJolu ' 1111\1 !It W'lwlI gtl l'c i , 
L. pilicornis (51-7 11 1111 ,) A SlII l1 cwhnl si f11 iJ nl' species, 
duUcl', HoI pUl'Ullel-si(lc(l , the antellnae clothed w i t h fin e 
hail', 11 11<1 t ho postt'l'iOI' nll git-s oC Ihl ' pl'oiII Ol'I\X, as well 
liS t lw lc-~s, yello w, HI 'al (If I out oC r oli ag'<', £ 1'0 111 Decem-
he l' t ill ltli c1d le 9£ } \'hl'lIfil',\'. Common 1ll'Ol1ll<1 " -e llin gton . 
AIHo fOlllld nt Tail'll:!. 
Amychus candezei (l'so)'ochl'oa gm1/.111a(a) (17.22 mm,) 
Pl'othol'lIx bl'ondet' than long, rOllnded tit the sides, with 
postel'iol' IIng-Ies pl'Ominmt. but not dh'cl'gent; dytrn nnr-
I·' 
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82 SERRICORNIA. 
rowcr than prothorax tapering behind; the whole surface 
of the insect much l'oughened, resembling bark, varil'-
gatec1 and variable in colour, unlike any other ~ ew 
Zealand click Apparcntly confined to the islands in 
Cook Strait (Stephen's Island and The Brothel's), "'hel'o 
it is abundant in crevices in the rocks, und under logs 
and stones. 
Panspoeus guttatus (2:1--3 mm.) The smallest El:lterill 
found in New Zealand, shining black, the posterior ttng'h's 
of the prothorax, and two spots on the sides oE (,:lcll 
elytron, yl'llo\\". Beatcll out of foliagc about miclsUlllllH'l': 
probably ntta('lwd to beech (N ot7to/aglls). Has occtll'l'l'd 
at 'faint<l, Oil the eflstcl'll side of '\·ellillgton Hal'houl'. nt 
Picton, Takaka. and Lake 'Yukatipu, but nowhCl'C ['0111111011, 
Betarmonoides gracilipes (41 mm,) mark with sl"I1-
del', ll'gs; thr pl'othol'1lx shot't, sOlllewhnt eylilllll'ical, 
slig-llfly taprl'ing' jUl'lt. bl'fon' posteriol' all gIl'S ; tit,' rl,\" I'a 
cOllsill('l'a lily wiclrl'. Abu nclall t amongst flowering ma 11 U ka 
(Lcp/ospCnllll'lll) r:ll'l,\' in Dl'cclllbe!', Pl'Obal)ly \\'i,l"I,\' 
di:-;tl'ihutrd, 
Amphipln.tys lawsoni (31-4 III III , ) Quitr \1111 i k,' a II,\' 
otll<'l' I\l'\\' ~(':llal\ll (·Iick. It is 1Jl'oal1; hrnll Iii l'g'(' , th" 
Pl'ot hOl'ax allcl h('all to!!:dhel' Hcady as long as clyll';I, 
which al'l' o"ul; antC'nll<lI' shol't. without sCl'rations, ft'I'III' 
inal joints slightly ('xpalldrcl; ' genet'al Cnl0tll' y<'lIolr::-:II-
Ill'OWll, III' d;\I'k ])1'0\\'11, ;llId highly polished, FOUIlt! 
1I1l10n)!l'lt (l('ad lrtt\'cs in the autumn, Uns occlIl'n'" al 
:\ucklancl fllld 'Veiling-ton hut very ral'C, 
Metablax acutipennis (20-25 mm, Plate VTTf, fi,!!. :~, 
20 larva.) 'fhis fine ('latcr although will ely distl'ibuti'll" 
is !'athel' rarely met with. It may be immediately l'eco!.!'-
Ilised hy its ,"CI'y ncntc'ly pointl'tl elytl'a which are 01'11:1-
Illcl1tec1 with foUl' conspicuous longitudinal bunch of 
whitish pubescellce. This pubescence is, howevel', YCJ',I' 
casily l'(,llloved, and is only clearly e\'ielent in fl'<,slt 
specimens, 'fhe colour of tlw integument yul'ir.s f1'01l1 
deep l'eddish-hlack to almost reel, 
The lan'a is found in tunnels under the bark and in 
the wood of recently fellcd trees, of many kinds, but 
shows a pl'cfel'cnce to hinau, It is very active anel 
ferocious, 
The length of the fuIl,grown 100n'lI. is about 33. mm, Model" 
ately stout, suberllndrieal, mueh flattened, faIrly even in thiel" 
ness throughout; anterior abdominal segments slightly nal'l'Oll'er, 
Head blac1e, flattened, rounded·oblong, anterior pOI't!on deprc5scd, 
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APPENDIX III 
The description of Amychus stephensiensis by Schwarz (1901). 
(Deutsche Eniomologische Zeitschrift 1901. Heft 1.] 193 
Elatel'iden 
von. del' Stephens-Insel und den Chatam-Inseln 
gesammelt von Ill'll. Direktor SCh:llliusland. 
Yon 
Otto Schwarz. 
1. Betarmo'/! obscltrus Sllarp. - Stephens-lnse!. 
2. Cor!Jlnbites ag/'iotides Sharp. - Chulam-Inselll. 
3. }rIecastrlls c01l1:e:cus Sharp. -
4. Thoramus laevilhol'a.c Whitt!. -
5. AmycllUs 
6. 
7. 
Slephen.~ieflsis Sellw. uO\'. spec. (\) - Stepl!.?us·!ns. 
Schallinslallcli Sehw. nov. spec. (2) - Chalum-Ius. 
rotlLndicollis Sebw. no\·. spec. (J) 
1. Amychlls Stephensiensis, 
Lati$simlls, d~pressu$, opacu8, inaequali181' brev/'lerque aureose/o-
luluB, pro/liorace el!J/risque granlllis minimis rliU1'i$ niiidissinu's sal 
dense inaeqllaliterquB adspersis; /I'onte nium, lata, 10Ilvll/zdinali/er sal 
lale impressa j ante1l7lis brcl:ihus, nigl'o-'injusaatis, articulo 30 .sal I.'rOIl-
~galo, 4-10 breviter trial/gulariotes; pro/horace longiludine valde 
laUore, postice l]ar~m, a medio alltrorSlIl!! jor/iter rotundaiwl~ anVIl-
'In/o, lIlarg'ine a,n/ica l)rojunde sinuato, !'asi lrisinuafo, Gulcis basalibils 
bene c7eji7litis, linea media longiludi7laliter impressa, obscuro.r~/o, ma-
rula nigra lactra discoidali plus minu$ve magna or'nato, angulis 
posli'cis validis, ,'elrOj's/wl produolis, obtuse carinatls, apicB oblique 
inlrorswn jlexis j sell/ello subliliter canaliC1tlato; el!Jtris prolhorace 
pa1'um angusti01ib~s, dorso t'lflde et late impressis, ]Joslice declivibus, 
ni[jris, laleribus plus minusve late lacerale bru7lnef)-T!~fis, exlrorsum 
abrupte declivibus, 8ulca!i,~, inlerstitiis ad la/8?is litberculis mullil; in-
aequali/er adspersis; corl]01'e ~lIb-lus pedibusque niuris, opacis, sparsilll 
aubtililer Gu,'eo-pilosis, - Loug. 18-23 milL, lat. elytl'. G~-8 mill. 
, Stephens-lnsel ad Neu-Seeland. 
Von diest!r rucricwurdigeD Art liegen mir 2 Exemplars vor, 
!lie in der Grorse (s. oben) sehr ."erachieden sind, aber doch nur 
einer Art ange1iorell; sie w,urdan mic, wie such die beideD folgen-
~en Arlen, voo dC!m Bremer Museum rur Naturkunde freundlichst 
ein~csl\Ddtj lcider WIlI'eu 'die ' beiden Exe01plare dieser Art in tbolli-
"gem Lehm so eillgeilcttet, ,dnfs anfanga gamicbts ~'on ihoen zu 
erkellncn wur. Den Lebm. koonte jch zIYur bald C!otfcrneD, aller 
lIeUlocho l~",o,"ol. Zellseh,. l~Ol. 110ft II. 13 
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194 O. Scll1carz: Elalel'idw VOII der Siephells-Illsel 
trotz der sorgfiiltigsten ReinigungsyerSllChe jst es mir nieht ge-
lungen, sie von eillem feiueo, blau-grauen Thon-Ueberzuge '1'01\-
stiindig zu befreien; derselb~ \'erdeckt die Grnndfarbe, die nber 
Bofort gut sichtbar wird, weon mali die Thiere mit Wasser ader 
Alkohol befeuchtet. - Die Oberseite ist zum.' griiCsten Theile 
schwarz, durcha~s mntt, mit goldglanzeuden, kleinen Biirstchen un-
gleicbmarsig und wenig diche besetzt, sehr uneben und mit "ielen 
schwnrzen, glunzenden KornciJen besetzt. Die Stirn ist breit, der 
Liinge linch zierulich breit uod finch eingedruckt, gelb beborstet 
und mit wenigen schwarzen Korncben zerstrcut besetzt. Die 
l~iihler sind schwarz, kurz, erreicben kaum die l\-Iittc des Hals-
schildes, ihr dl'ittes Glied ist dentlich Wnger nls dns zwei.te und 
"ierte, die folgeoden obis ZllU1 ,'orletzteu kurz dreicckig, das letzte 
langlich rund, ,-or der Spitze schwacb abgesetzt. Das Halsschild 
ist deu tlich breiter cds lang, schwarz, :til den Riindern "erwas~ben 
und zerrissen brauDl'oth, an den Seiten gerundet, an dcr Basis 
·weoig, nach vorn ,"on der Mitre nn stark verengt, der Yorderrand 
lief allsgerandet; die Hinterecken sind gerade n~ch hioten gericbtet, 
robust, die iiufsel'ste Spitze selbst nach innen und onten gebogen, 
ziemlich laog und stumpf gekieh, ,"or dem Kiel am Seitenrande mit 
einem ziemlich tiefeu Queieindl'uck. Basalflll'chen ziemlich lang uod 
deutlich, eine Aache MittelriDne bis nalle zum Yorderrande reichend; 
die schwurzen K orncben "steben neben dem Seitenrnnde und in 
Form einer breiteo Querbinde 'l'or del' Mitte ziemlich dicht. Die 
FlUgeldecken sind an der Basis etwas schmnler nls das Hnlsscbild 
in der Mitte, auf dem Riicken breit und finch uiedel'gedruckt, nn 
den Seiten "steil' und fast winklig nbfallend, bis zum letzten Drittel 
parallel, dann bis zur Spitze schwach gerl1ndet, stark verengt 
und ziemlich stark abschussig, schwarz, an den Seiteo mehr oder 
. weniger \'erwascben nnd zerrissen b~aunrolh, fiach gefllfcht, die 
Furcbeo nur sehr fein und sparsam punktulirt, die Zwischenriiume 
numenllich nnch den" Seitel! und del' Basis zu unregelmiiCsig mit 
grofseren und kleioeren Beulen und kleinen schwarzen Kornchen 
besetzt, au der Basis de3 3., 5. und 7. Zwiscbenl'anmes je eine 
Tuberkel besooders sturk und dichter beborstet. Die Unterseite 
und Beine silld tiefschwarz, matt, mit kleinen, goldgelben, kurzen 
Hiirchen zerstl'eut besetzt. 
2. Amychus Schauinslandi. " 
Fusco-b1'ltnneusJ opacus, subtiliter brevissime sparsimjlavo-seto.\'UluSi 
/ronte antrorsum parum late impressa; anlennis brevili1ls, b"unnlfis, 
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N 
-...l 
No. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
Locality 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Maud I 
Middle Trio I 
Middle Trio I 
Middle Trio 1 
Middle Trio I 
Middle Trio I 
Middle Trio I 
Middle Trio I 
Middle Trio 1 
Middle Trio I 
Motahinow [sic] 
NewZeaIand 
Sentinel Rock 
Sentinel Rock 
Sentinel Rock 
Sentinel Rock 
Sentinel Rock 
Soulb Trio 1 
SoulbTrio I 
South Trio I 
Date Month Year 
6 Il 1940 
2 11 1968 
9 1976 
3105 12 1979 
29 11 1980 
23 12 1980 
28 12 1980 
8 3 1981 
4 4 1981 
3 4 1995 
3 4 1995 
4 4 1995 
5 4 1995 
13 I 1952 
20 12 1954 
2 8 1%3 
2 1979 
13 2 1995 
13 2 1995 
13 2 1995 
13 2 1995 
15 2 1995 
27 7 1%3 
14 2 1995 
14 2 1995 
14 2 1995 
14 2 1995 
15 2 1995 
15 2 1995 
15 2 1995 
n 
0 
-0-
Colledor Habitat Collection Comments n C. 
E S Gourlay NZAC 0 ~ 
PKenle CUNZ '"I (l) 
MJMeads M JMeads 
n 
0 
'"I 
GWGibbs NZAC 0-en 
PRNotman Main bush NZAC 0 H, 
PRNotman Main bush NZAC ~ 
PRNotman Main bush NZAC ~ 
C") 
PRNotman Main bush NZAC ~ 
~ 
PRNotman NZAC c.., 
OQ 
JWMMarris Main bush, on Iawa tree at night, mixed broadleaf forest LUNZ ~ 
MHBowie Main bush, on Iawa tree al nigh~ mixed broadleaf forest LUNZ ;:::s ~ 
JW M Marris Main bush, on kohekohe tree at night, mixed broadleaf forest LUNZ -$::l 
.... 
JWM Marris Main bush, on tawa tree at nigh~ mixed broadleaf forest LUNZ ~ > c.., 
BAHolioway NZAC ~ ~ 
GWRamsay MONZ 
PMlohns under slones CUNZ 
tI=j 
Z 
t::; 
C Kennedy CUNZ ~ ~ 
J WMMarris in ronen limb of Coprosma repens tree, at nighl LUNZ 
RMEmberson Under log in Coprosma repens forest at night LUNZ 
~ 
-< 
JWMMarris in rotten limb of Coprosma cepens tree, at nighl LUNZ 
JWMMarris in rotten limb of Coprosma repens tree, at night LUNZ 
JWMMarris in knot hole of Coprosma repens tree near oozing sap, at night LUNZ 
JHLewis BMNH Swale Collection, presumed incorrect label dala 
BMNH Pascoe Collection 
PMJohns CUNZ 
RMEmberson under rock in Coprosma repens scrub LUNZ 
RMEmberson under ~k amongst Coprosma repens scrub LUNZ 
RMEmberson under rock amongst Coprosma repens scrub LUNZ 
RMEmberson under rock amongst Coprosma repens scrub LUNZ 
lWMMarris under dead rank grass LUNZ 
B WThomas under dead rank grass LUNZ 
RMEmbcrson IlDder !'lew ~ spinach (fetragonia tetragonioides) plant LUNZ 
N 
co 
No. 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
Locality 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Date Month 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
15 5 
15 5 
15 5 
20 9 
20 9 
20 9 
20 9 
20 9 
20 9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 12 
3 12 
3 12 
3 12 
3 12 
3 12 
Year Collector Habitat Collection Comments 
1910 BMNH 
1916 FB Smith MONZ 
1916 FB Smith MONZ 
1916 FB Smith MONZ 
1916 FB Smith MONZ 
1916 FBSmith MONZ 
1916 FB Smith MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 MONZ 
1916 NZAC 
1916 NZAC 
1916 ACO'Connor MONZ 
1916 ACO'Connor MONZ 
1922 RITiIlyard NZAC 
1922 RITiIlyard NZAC 
1922 RJTiIlyard NZAC 
1922 RITiIlyard NZAC 
1922 RJTiIlyard NZAC 
1922 RJTiIlyard NZAC 
1930 found under logs MONZ 
1930 found under l~gs MONZ 
1930 found under logs MONZ 
1930 found under logs MONZ 
1930 found under logs MONZ 
1930 found under logs I _MONZ 
- - --
N 
\0 
No. 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
fr1 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
Locality 
Stephens ) 
Stephens I 
Stephens) 
Stephens I 
Stephens) 
Stephens I 
Stephens) 
Stephens) 
Stephens) 
Stephens) 
Stephens) 
Stephens) 
Stephens) 
Stephens I 
Stephens r 
Stephens) 
Stephens ) 
Stephens I 
Stepbens) 
Stephens ) 
Stephens) 
Stephens ) 
Stephens) 
Stepbens) 
Stephens ) 
Stephens ) 
Stephens ) 
Stephens) 
Stephens I 
Stephens) 
Stephens) 
Stephens) 
Date Month 
3 12 
3 12 
3 12 
3 12 
10 1 
10 1 
10 1 
10 1 
10 I 
10 1 
10 I 
10 1 
10 I 
10 1 
12 I 
14 I 
14 I 
14 1 
14 I 
14 I 
14 1 
14 1 
14 I 
14 1 
14 I 
14 I 
14 I 
14 1 
14 I 
9 to 12 I 
910 12 I 
910 12 I 
.. 
Year Collector Habitat Colledion Comments 
1930 GVHudson BMNH 
1930 GVHucison BMNH 
1930 GVHucison BMNH 
1930 GVHudson AMNZ C E Clarke Collection 
1931 EFairbum NZAC 
1931 EFairbum NZAC 
1931 EFairbwn NZAC 
1931 E Fairburn NZAC 
1931 EFairbum NZAC 
1931 NZAC 
1931 NZAC 
1931 NZAC 
1931 NZAC 
1931 NZAC 
1931 EFairbum NZAC 
1931 EFairbum NZAC 
1931 E Fairburn NZAC 
1931 ESGouriay NZAC 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1931 ESGourlay NZAC 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1931 ESGouriay NZAC 
1931 ESGourlay NZAC 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
I 
I 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1931 ESGourlay NZAC 
I 
1931 ESGourlay NZAC 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1931 ES Gourlay NZAC 
-
~ 
<:> 
No. 
~ 
98 
99 
100 
10\ 
1m 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
lOS 
109 
110 
III 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
Locality 
Stephens I 
Srephens I 
Srephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stepbens 1 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Srephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens 1 
Stephens I 
Stephensl 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Slephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens! 
Stephens! 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Date Month 
9to 12 I 
9to 12 I 
9to 12 I 
91012 I 
9to 12 I 
9to 12 I 
9to 12 I 
9to 12 1 
I 
I 
14 I 
28 I 
28 I 
14t028 I 
14t028 1 
14to28 I 
14 to 28 1 
141028 I 
14 to 28 I 
14to28 I 
18 12 
18 12 
18 12 
18 12 
18 12 
13 9 
13 9 
28 11 
28 11 
30 11 
30 11 
30 11 
Year Collector Habitat Collection Comments 
1931 E S Gourlay NZAC 
1931 MONZ 
1931 MONZ 
1931 ES Gourlay BMNH 
1931 ES Gourlay BMNH 
1931 ES Gourlay BMNH 
1931 ES Gourlay BMNH 
1931 ES Gourlay BMNH 
1931 AMNZ C E Clarke COllection 
1931 AMNZ C E Clarke Co\1ection 
1933 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1933 ESGourlay AMNZ C E Clarke Collection 
1933 ES Gourlay AMNZ C E Clarke CoUection 
1933 E S Gourlay NZAC 
1933 ESGourlay NZAC 
1933 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1933 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1933 ES Gourlay NZAC 
1933 ESGourlay BMNH 
1933 ES Gourlay BMNH 
1946 CECIarke BMNH 
1946 C EClarke AMNZ C E Clarke Collection 
1946 CEClarke AMNZ C E Clarke Collection 
1946 CEClarke AMNZ C E Clarke Collection 
1946 CEClarke AMNZ C E Clarke Co\1ection 
1948 JTSalmon MONZ 
1948 JTSalmon MONZ 
1953 BAHolloway under logs MONZ 
1953 BAHoUoway under logs MONZ 
1953 BAHolloway MONZ 
1953 BAHoUoway MONZ 
1953 BAHolloway MONZ 
~ 
I-'" 
No. 
129 
130 
13l 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
ISO 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
Locality 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens r 
Stephens I 
Stephens r 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens 1 
Stephens 1 
Stepbens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens 1 
Stephens 1 
Stephens 1 
Stephens! 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens I 
Stephens 1 
Stephens r 
Stephens r 
Stephens 1 
Stephens r 
Date 
30 
15 to 20 
15 to 20 
29 
16 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
2 
2 
10 
10 
20 
4 
15 
Month Year 
II 1953 
12 1954 
12 1954 
12 1954 
12 1954 
12 1954 
12 1954 
12 1954 
12 1954 
12 1955 
1 1961 
7 1963 
7 1963 
7 1963 
7 1963 
7 1963 
7 1963 
7 1963 
7 1963 
7 1963 
7 1963 
2 1964 
2 1964 
2 1964 
2 1964 
8 1974 
4 1976 
1 1978 
II 1981 
11 1981 
Collector Habitat Collection Comments 
BAHolloway MONZ 
GWRamsay MONZ 
GWRarnsay MONZ 
I 
GWRamsay MONZ 
GWRamsay MONZ 
GWRamsay MONZ 
GWRamsay MONZ 
GW"RnJllS8Y MONZ 
GWRamsay MONZ I 
GWRamsay MONZ 
BAHolloway MONZ I 
PMIohns Top winch bush CUNZ 
, 
PMJohns Top winch bush CUNZ 
PMIohns Top winch bush CUNZ 
PMJohns Top wincb bush CUNZ 
PMJohns Top winch bush CUNZ 
PMIohns Top winch busb CUNZ 
PMJohns Top winch bush CUNZ 
PMJohns Top winch bush CUNZ 
PMIohns Top winch bush CUNZ 
PMJohns paddock CUNZ 
A Ramsay NZAC c6IlOClor GW Ramsay? 
AKWalker NZAC 
J I Townsend NZAC I 
J I Townsend NZAC 
GYWalls .tnight NZAC 
MIMeads MJ Meads 
HMoller MONZ 
PRNobnaD night searching, base of tree NZAC 
PRNobnaD night searching. on tree trunk, wet NZAC 
NZAC 
NZAC 
- - ------ ---
~ 
N 
No. 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
ISO 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
Locality 
Stephens I 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brolbers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
The Brothers 
Waikari 
Date Month Year 
18 5 1957 
18 5 1957 
18 5 1957 
18 5 1957 
18 5 1957 
18 5 1957 
18 5 1957 
18 5 1957 
18 5 1957 
28 11 1993 
Collector Habitat Collection Comments 
NZAC 
GWGibbs VUNZ 
GWGibbs VUNZ 
GWGibbs VUNZ 
GWGibbs VUNZ 
GWGibbs VUNZ 
GWGibbs VUNZ 
GWGibbs LUNZ 
GWGibbs LUNZ 
GWGibbs LUNZ 
NZAC 
in crevices in the rocks MONZ 
MONZ Lewis coli. no. 5803 
BMNH Broun Collection. probable syntype 
P S Sandager BMNH 
PS Sandager BMNH Shnrp Collection, other label data probably wTong 
THWor!hy ex subfossil remains of laughing owl nest CUNZ 
NZAC 
NZAC 
NZAC 
NZAC 
NZAC 
NZAC 
MONZ 
MONZ 
MONZ 
MONZ 
MONZ label data probably - Slephen.~ I. , -1111978, H. Moller 
Key to collection acronyms 
AMNZ - Auckland Institute and Museum, Auckland, New Zealand 
BMNH - Natural History Museum, London, England 
CUNZ - Canterbury University, Christchurch, New Zealand 
LUNZ - Entomology Research Museum, Lincoln University, Lincoln, New Zealand 
MONZ - Museum of New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand 
NZAC - New Zealand Arthropod Collection, Auckland, New Zealand 
VUNZ - Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand 
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